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Activated carbon has long been recognized as a promising electrode material
for energy storage devices. The extraordinarily high specific area makes it
challenging to replace in supercapacitors since electrical double-layer capac-
itors need such surfaces but also porous networks to enable electrolyte pene-
tration. As a raw material for synthesizing activated carbon, sawdust offers
key benefits, such as its renewability, abundance, favorable physical attri-
butes for energy storage, and a more environmentally friendly synthesis
process compared to mined alternative sources. In this work, electrochemical
characterization is carried out which highlights the critical role of pelletiza-
tion in enhancing the capacitive performance of sawdust-derived activated
carbon, in addition to the implicit handling and logistical benefits. Subse-
quently, a Li-ion capacitor is assembled with an organic solvent-based elec-
trolyte, sawdust-derived activated carbon serving as the positive electrode,
and an Al-based foil negative electrode, potentially combining high energy and
power density materials into a hybrid device. Despite commendable electro-
chemical performance and the use of a sustainable waste-derived positive
electrode with a commoditized negative electrode, challenges remain regard-
ing the ability to mitigate the role of surface functional groups that are sta-
bilized by bio-carbon thermal treatments. Nevertheless, this distinctive
architecture holds promise as an alternative high-power energy storage
technology for a future filled with renewable energy, electric vehicles, and
portable electronic devices.

INTRODUCTION

Fossil fuel consumption accounts for approxi-
mately 65% of global greenhouse gas emissions, a
significant driving force behind the escalating issue
of global warming.1 To address the challenge of
global warming, society’s next major endeavor must
involve the quest for alternative energy sources.2 In
this context, renewable energies, with their

boundless supply, offer a path to environmental
preservation and the long-term sustenance of our
planet. However, renewables come with intermit-
tent availability, underscoring the critical impor-
tance of energy storage systems (ESSs) in
establishing an uninterrupted carbon-free energy
infrastructure. ESSs play a pivotal role in enhanc-
ing the flexibility of the electrical grid, ensuring a
continuous supply of energy.3 Moreover, the evolu-
tion of more efficient and economically viable ESSs
has the potential to accelerate the adoption of
electric vehicles (EVs), offering a pathway to miti-
gate global greenhouse gas emissions. Hybrid
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lithium-ion capacitors (LIC) could be an intriguing
technology in this landscape, offer synergistic ben-
efits by combining a high-power capacitor positive
electrode, such as activated carbon (AC), and an
energy-rich, battery-type intercalation negative
electrode, like graphite, integrated into the hybrid
LIC device structure.4,5 As a result, hybrid LIC
stores charges through rapid ion adsorption/desorp-
tion on the positive electrode surface and simulta-
neous fast lithium intercalation/de-intercalation
into the negative electrode host material. With an
organic electrolyte used in the LIC, the operating
voltage of these devices can readily pass 3.5 V.
Consequently, hybrid LICs often exhibit greater
power characteristics than lithium-ion batteries
(LIB) and may be suitable for certain
applications.4,5

Traditional LIB manufacturing involves complex
processes like slurry mixing, coating, calendering,
and vacuum drying for both electrodes. These
processes result in high costs, energy consumption,
and safety concerns due to chemical use. Addition-
ally, the intricate material mixes pose supply chain
challenges and ethical issues, e.g., cobalt mining in
Africa.6 In previous research, a simplified electrode
design was proposed with potential sustainability
benefits compared to conventional methods.7 By
prelithiating an Al foil, energy-intensive heating
and drying steps for the negative electrode may be
eliminated and the usage of copper foil current
collectors omitted. Such a hybrid LIC is schemati-
cally illustrated in Fig. 1. The energy can be stored
via the anion adsorption onto AC positive electrode
and the cation insertion into b-LiAl negative
electrode.

In this study, our goal is to develop a sustainable
AC positive electrode using sawdust as the precur-
sor. The suitability of the synthesized AC is evalu-
ated by comparing it with conventional AC
electrodes which may have mining and ethical
complications but are currently the best contending
material for commercializing LICs. Given the
notably low density of biomass feedstocks, densifi-
cation becomes imperative to overcome the chal-
lenge of using a bio-derived source. Pelletization, a
widely recognized and effective method for biomass
densification, imparts densified and uniform shapes
to biomass pellets, which eliminates powder han-
dling from the logistical handling of sawdust. How-
ever, pellitization will potentially influence the
reaction during the different stages of the activation
process. Consequently, this work considers the
impact of pelletization during physical activation
on the performances as a hybrid LIC positive
electrode.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials

All chemicals were used as received without
further treatment unless otherwise indicated.

Sawdust-derived intermated activated carbon
(iAC) was obtained from Beyonder AS in Sandnes,
Norway. SUPER C45 Carbon Black was obtained
from MTI. Aluminum foils (0.18 mm thick) were
obtained from Toyo Aluminium K.K. The separator
used in the LICs was a monolayer microporous
membrane (25 lm thick, Celgard 2400). Polyte-
trafluoroethylene binder (PTFE, 60 wt.% dispersion
in H2O) and 1 M LiPF6 in EC:DMC 1:1 vol%
electrolyte were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

Carbon Activation Procedures and Positive
Electrode Fabrication

The as-received sawdust was divided into three
categories: (1) original state, (2) 4-mm pellets, and
(3) 6-mm pellets. The three samples underwent
identical chemical and physical activation pro-
cesses. Phosphoric acid chemical activation pro-
cesses and subsequent washing of the intermediate
activated carbon samples were conducted at Beyon-
der AS. The intermediate activated carbon (iAC)
obtained after chemical activation was transferred
to a horizontal tubular furnace and physically
activated at temperatures of 700�C, 800�C, and

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of an LIC with the Al-based foil negative
electrode and the activated carbon positive electrode.
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900�C for 30 min under a CO2 atmosphere, employ-
ing a heating and cooling rate of 10�C min�1. All the
final AC was ball milled for 10 h to obtain a powder
with a particle size< 30 lm. The as-prepared AC
samples are listed below in Table I.

Self-standing electrodes were prepared by mixing
87 wt.% AC powder, 8 wt.% PTFE binder (10 wt.%
dispersion in H2O), and 5 wt.% SUPER C45 Carbon
Black into a dough and roll pressed at 80�C with the
aid of a hot rolling machine from MTI. AC electrodes
with a thickness of 50 lm were obtained after the
calendaring process; 12 mm disks were punched
from the laminated electrode, weighed, and dried
overnight in a vacuum oven at 140�C. The thickness
of the active material was 50 lm, and the mass
loading of AC was 3.5 mg/cm2.

Aluminum Foil-Based Negative Electrode
Synthesis

The Al foil is punched into 12-mm disks; 5 lL of
liquid electrolyte is placed between an Al disk
(� 55 mg) and a Li metal disk (� 4.8 mg). Upon
assembly, the prelithiation process effectively starts
immediately, referring to electrolyte-mediated lithi-
ation.31 This prelithiation is done in an argon-filled
glove box, where water and oxygen concentrations
were< 0.1 ppm. Afterward, the Al foil-based nega-
tive electrode is ready to be paired with the AC
positive electrode in a CR2032-coin cell format.

Material Characterization

The morphology of the samples was revealed
using a Zeiss Ultra 55 LE thermal field emission
gun scanning electron microscope (FEG-SEM) oper-
ated at 10 kV.

Thermogravimetric analyses were carried out by
using a TGA-MS (TGA: Netzsch STA 449C Jupiter,
MS: Netzsch Aërlos QMS 403C, Netzsh Group, Selb,
Germany) to qualify and quantify the oxygen-con-
taining functional groups on the AC surface. A
mixture of Ar purge (flow of 60 cm3/min) and
protective Ar gas (flow of 20 cm3/min) was applied.

Ten milligrams of AC samples was heated starting
from room temperature to 1100�C with a heating
rate of 5�C/min. The evaluation encompasses the
examination of reaction regions, peak temperatures,
and mass loss of the differently sized sawdust
samples. Furthermore, derivative thermogravimet-
ric (DTG) analysis was employed to provide detailed
insights into the TGA results. DTG serves to
highlight key temperature regions and the corre-
sponding rates of mass loss, offering a finer resolu-
tion in the analysis of the activated sawdust
samples.

Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
(ICP-MS) was conducted using a High-Resolution
Inductively Coupled Plasma Element 2 in combina-
tion with an ICP-MS triple quad Agilent 8800.
Approximately 0.250 g accurately weighed AC sam-
ples was microwave digested by Milestone Ultra-
Clave 3 with concentrated nitric acid (HNO3, 2 mL,
65%). The final solutions were diluted with deion-
ized water and filled into a 16-mL sample.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed in a
homemade airtight electrochemical cell with a
beryllium window8 acting as a current collector
allowing X-rays to easily penetrate. The airtight
electrochemical cell was assembled in the argon-
filled glovebox.

Electrochemical Characterization

The 2032-type coin cells were assembled with AC
as the working electrode Li foils as the counter
electrode for half-cells and in situ prelithiated Al
foils as the counter electrode for full-cells. Celgard
2400 and 1 M LiPF6 in EC:DMC 1:1 vol.% were
used as the separator and electrolyte, respectively.
Galvanostatic charge and discharge (GCD) mea-
surements were performed at room temperature
using an eight-channel battery analyzer (LAND
CT3002A). The voltage range was 2.0–3.6 V for both
half cells and full cells. The rate capability of cells
was tested at different current densities
(0.25 mA cm�2, 0.5 mA cm�2, 1 mA cm�2,
2 mA cm�2, 5 mA cm�2, 10 mA cm�2).

Table I. AC samples prepared by sawdust with different pellet sizes and at different activation temperatures

CO2 activation temperature Final AC samples

Original sawdust 700 AC-OS-700
800 AC-OS-800
900 AC-OS-900

4-mm pellets 700 AC-4 mm-700
800 AC-4 mm-800
900 AC-4 mm-900

6-mm pellets 700 AC-6 mm-700
800 AC-6 mm-800
900 AC-6 mm-900
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Activated Carbon Characterization

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images
of sawdust-derived AC before and after the ball
milling process are presented in Fig. 2. Figure 2a
illustrates that the overall structure of the AC
sample before the ball milling process, and Fig. 2b
highlights a wall thickening phenomenon: The cell
wall of wood, which was quite thin (red dashed line),
becomes significantly thicker after the activation
process.8 In short, it largely maintains the honey-
comb structure of wood cells but with much thicker
cell walls. Similar honeycomb structures have been
identified in the AC derived from biomass precur-
sors by others,9–12 and such honeycomb-like hierar-
chical porous morphology is presumed to benefit
high charge-discharge performance in capacitors.12

The disruption of the original wall structure of the
wood during ball milling results in a more uniform
particle size distribution of the AC (Fig. 2c and d),
and these particles can be utilized in the synthesis
of a self-standing electrode for the hybrid Li-ion
capacitor.

Normally, the yield of the activation process in
the production of AC provides crucial insights into
production efficiency, resource utilization, and pro-
duct quality. The yields of the physical activation
step for the prepared AC samples are presented in
supplementary Table S-I (refer to online supple-
mentary material), calculated based on the weight

change before and after CO2 activation at 700�C,
800�C, and 900�C. The yields of the physical acti-
vation step were lower at higher activation temper-
atures because of the increased reaction rate of CO2

and carbon. Also, the yields were slightly higher for
samples with larger particle sizes, probably because
of diffusion limitations during the activation pro-
cess. This refers to the necessity for gases like CO2

and CO to diffuse through the surface and pores of
intermediate activated carbon, which is more pro-
nounced in larger particles like the 6-mm pellets.
Consequently, gases must traverse longer distances
before and after the reaction, potentially impacting
the final yields.13 Since surface functional groups on
the surface of AC are reported to significantly
elevate side reactions and leakage current,14,15 we
opted for thermogravimetric-mass-spectrometric
(TGA-MS) analysis to delve deeper into their
impact, particularly through the evolution of the
main volatile products (H2O, CO2, CO, SO2).

Figure 3 shows that, compared to the original
sawdust (AC-OS-800), densification by shaping into
4-mm (AC-4 mm-800) and 6-mm (AC-6 mm-800)
pellets brings about slight modifications to the
pyrolysis of the precursor as shown in supplemen-
tary Fig. S-I. With the increase of densification from
the original sawdust to 6-mm pellets and further to
4-mm pellets, the weight loss stages shifted to a
slightly higher temperature. Also, the data of the
AC sample obtained by CO2 activation of 4-mm
pellet precursor at 900�C (AC-4 mm-900) are

Fig. 2. SEM images of AC-4 mm-900: (a), (b) before and (c), (d) after the ball mill process.
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presented in the figure. This sample exhibits
slightly higher weight loss at lower temperatures
compared to the three samples activated at 800�C.
However, the DTG profile of (AC-4 mm-900) still
peaks at higher temperatures, indicating that its
main weight loss occurs at relatively higher tem-
peratures. Perhaps this is statistically insignificant
and requires further detailed experiments to under-
stand the role of macro-densification (i.e., pelletiza-
tion) and activation temperature on the pyrolysis
process.

Supplementary Fig. S-I shows that the surface-
adsorbed water vapor, CO, and CO2 on all AC
samples rapidly desorb from the sample surfaces
shortly after the commencement of the test. Gas-
eous emissions occur at the temperature interval
between 600�C and 1000�C, simultaneously with
mass degradation (DTG profile). A green dashed
line at 800�C was added to supplementary Fig. S-I,
which serves as a reference point for comparing the
peaks of product evolutions from the different
samples. By comparing the curves in Fig. 4, which
illustrates the case of loosely activated sawdust
samples (i.e., without a pelletizing step), a substan-
tial amount of CO is released at temperatures just
above 800�C. Both the pelletization process and
increasing the physical activation temperature
appear to elevate the temperature at which CO is
released, accompanied by a reduction in the quan-
tity of released CO. A similar trend is observed for
CO2, but the influence on H2O is comparatively less
pronounced. This might be attributed to enhanced
contact with phosphoric acid and gas flow in both
chemical and physical activation processes. In the
case of loosely activated sawdust samples without
the pelletizing step, it is anticipated that more
reactive sites on their surface would be generated
after preparation. Consequently, this likely resulted

in the formation of a greater number of functional
groups, leading to increased CO and CO2 generation
during TGA analysis. One supporting explanation
for this phenomenon would be that the surface of
loosely activated sawdust is more accessible to air,
leading to a slightly higher degree of oxidation.

The results of ICP-MS are shown in supplemen-
tary Table S-II. There are large differences in the
amounts of impurities between the reference com-
mercial activated carbon (REF) and the sawdust-
derived AC. In comparison, the latter exhibits
higher concentrations of both metallic and non-
metallic elements. The exceptionally elevated phos-
phorus content suggests a need for intensified
washing processes to eliminate excess phosphoric
acid,16 which affects the initial carbonization and
porosity evolution.17,18 When the sawdust-derived
AC is pelletized, higher levels of metallic elements,
such as iron (Fe), aluminum (Al), chromium (Cr),
and nickel (Ni), can be expected likely because of
friction and compression with the metal components
in the machinery. Subsequent washing procedures
are therefore needed to remove these metallic
impurities to meet the commercial standard and
thus to achieve better electrochemical
performance.19,20

Electrochemical Performance Assessment

Half-cell configuration (Li//AC) and a voltage
range of 2.0–3.6 V (versus Li/Li+) are used to
characterize the sawdust-derived AC electrodes.
The galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD) is con-
ducted with the current densities of 0.25 mA cm�2,
0.5 mA cm�2, 1 mA cm�2, 2 mA cm�2, 5 mA cm�2,
and 10 mA cm�2. Figure 5 shows the coulombic
efficiency (a) and rate performance (b) of the AC
electrodes prepared from the sawdust pellet precur-
sors with different sizes and activated in CO2

atmosphere at 800�C or 900�C for 30 min. The
coulombic efficiency of the half-cell using the AC
electrode is presented in Fig. 5a. The electrodes
crafted from 4-mm sawdust pellets (AC-4 mm-800
and AC-4 mm-900) exhibit the highest level of
stability in coulombic efficiency, approaching 100%
compared to their counterparts. The areal capacities
of the three AC electrodes remain more or less the
same level at the low current density
(0.25 mA cm�2), as shown in Fig. 5b. However, the
half-cells obtained from electrodes made with orig-
inal sawdust (AC-OS-800) and 6-mm sawdust pel-
lets (AC-6 mm-800) exhibit a rapid decline when the
current density becomes larger, approaching zero at
a current density of 10 mA cm�2. Moving on to AC-
4 mm-800 and AC-4 mm-900, there are distinct
improvements in areal capacity and rate capability.

Oxygen functional groups are reported to nega-
tively affect the stability of carbon-based electrodes
when in contact with electrolyte.19,21–23 The oxygen-
containing functional groups often serve as active
sites which may catalyze the decomposition of the

Fig. 3. TGA-DTG of AC with different pellet sizes subjected to CO2

activation at temperatures of 800�C or 900�C: original sawdust at
800�C (black), 4 mm at 800�C (red), 6 mm at 800�C (blue), and 4 mm
at 900�C (green) at a heating rate of 5�C/min (Color figure online).
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electrolyte components and/or the electrochemical
reduction or oxidation of carbon.24 The experimen-
tal findings from other research indicate that the

presence of surface oxygen functional groups on AC
leads to a reduction in the surface conductivity.24–26

Moreover, specific simulation results have indicated

Fig. 4. Comparison of single gas (CO: a, d, and g; CO2: b, e, and h; H2O: c, f, and i) released from TGA-MS of AC with different pellet sizes and
subjected to CO2 activation at temperatures of 700�C (a, b, and c), 800�C (c, d, and e), and 900�C (g, h, and i).

Fig. 5. Comparison of coulombic efficiency (a) and rate capability (b) of half-cells with carbon materials from different pellet sizes at different
current densities. Carbon materials were activated in CO2 atmosphere at 800�C or 900�C for 30 min.
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that the introduction of oxygen functional groups
into the pores of AC can impede ion transport to the
pores, consequently lowering the current density in
regions of the activated carbon where oxygen func-
tional groups are present.24,25,27 These accumulated
effects substantially contribute to an increased
equivalent series resistance (ESR) observed in
hybrid LIC devices.25 Notably, the leakage current
of hybrid LIC devices poses a significant bottleneck
issue in practical applications,28 with ion desorption
driven primarily by ion concentration gradient and
potential field identified as the root cause.29 The
involvement of oxygen-containing functional groups
on carbon materials in ion desorption is particularly
noteworthy.28 Therefore, the removal of oxygen-
containing functional groups from the AC electrode
should positively affect the performance of our
hybrid LIC device.22,30 The argument seems to
agree with the TGA-MS results, which indicate that
the AC derived from 4-mm pellets contains the least
amount of these surface functional groups and gives
the best electrochemical performances. Our half-cell
testing reveals that when AC surfaces feature a
substantial presence of oxygen-containing func-
tional groups, the areal capacity significantly
decreases at higher current densities. Therefore, it
is advisable to use AC with minimal or no such
oxygen-containing functional groups in scenarios
with elevated current density.

In summary, the pelletization processes seem to
notably impact the surface functional groups and
the electrochemical performance of the sawdust-
derived AC electrodes. The rate performance of half-
cells, using different-sized sawdust pellets, indi-
cates varying coulombic efficiency and areal capac-
ity. The TGA-DTG analysis highlights the influence
of pellet size on pyrolysis. Furthermore, CO2 acti-
vation at three temperatures produced distinct gas
release patterns, with the weight loss stages shift-
ing to slightly higher temperatures when sawdust
was densified through pelletization. The diverse
yields observed at different temperatures suggest
varying activation levels, leading to a range of
porosities in AC, consequently resulting in distinct
surface areas and pore volumes. Additionally, the
study emphasizes the importance of addressing
oxygen functional groups for improved stability of
the AC electrode in hybrid capacitor applications.

Aluminum-Based Foil Negative Electrode

The other crucial factor facilitating this demon-
stration is the aluminum-based foil negative elec-
trode, created by electrolyte-mediated mechanical
prelithiation of aluminum metal foil.31 With the
quantity of Li metal used, it is expected to give rise
to a 160-lm b-LiAl layer on the Al foil. Figure 6a
shows the X-ray diffractograms for the pristine Al
foil and the foil after 10 h of lithiation, which clearly
show the crystalline b-LiAl (cubic, PDF: JCPDS 03-
1215, lattice constant: a = 0.6373 nm) and the Al

peaks. A slight shift of the Al peaks can be observed
after lithiation, and this is probably due to the
mechanical stress that stains the neighboring Al
grains.32,33 Open-circuit voltage (OCV) monitoring
of the lithiation process in a half-cell configuration
is presented in Fig. 6b, in which the OCV stabilized
at � 342 mV, which is very close to the equilibrium
potential of the b-LiAl, indicating b-LiAl was formed
on top of Al foil.32,34 The combination of the
observed LiAl presence in XRD results and the
stable OCV of � 360 mV35 after 10 h leads to the
inference that the lithiation process is completed at
this point.

Device Performance Assessment

The feasibility and overall characteristics of a
hybrid LIC rechargeable cell utilizing sawdust-
derived AC as the positive electrode and an elec-
trolyte-mediated in situ lithiated Al-based foil neg-
ative electrode should be electrochemically assessed
further. Figure 7a and b depicts the rate capability
and coulombic efficiency of the hybrid LIC using the
AC-4 mm positive electrodes, which were activated
by CO2 at different temperatures. It is observed that
the hybrid LIC cell assembled with AC-4 mm-900
maintains approximately 85% of its capacity when
increasing the current from 0.25 mAh cm�2 to
2 mAh cm�2. This rate performance can result in
a � 6.8 times higher power density (calculated as 8
times 85%), emphasizing the superior rate capabil-
ity within this specified current range. However, for
the hybrid LICs assembled with carbon materials
activated at 700�C and 800�C, the rate capability
and coulombic efficiency are not as good as the one
activated at 900�C. Then, the hybrid LIC assembled
with AC-900 was selected for the galvanostatic
charge-discharge test and long-term cycling perfor-
mance test; the results are presented in Fig. 7c and
d. The galvanostatic profiles show an ideal symme-
try between charge and discharge under all selected
current densities Nevertheless, as the rate is fur-
ther increased, there is a dramatic decrease in
capacity. Hence, the assessment of cycling perfor-
mance occurs at 2 mA cm�2, where a balance
between energy and power density aligns with
expected application requirements. As illustrated
in Fig. 7d, the hybrid LICs exhibit their highest
areal capacity after approximately 300 cycles, main-
taining about 95% capacity retention after 1000
cycles. Given that the cycled capacity is constrained
by the positive electrode, the negative electrode
material can leverage the Li solubility range of b-
LiAl, allowing for (de-)lithiation without altering its
crystal structure. In contrast to the limited cycling
durability observed in Al negative electrodes as
reported by others,36–38 our devices capitalize on the
solubility range of b-LiAl, effectively mitigating
inherent issues associated with phase transforma-
tions, including the formation of nanopores and
mechanical strain.
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CONCLUSION

In summary, this study assesses the suitability of
AC derived from sawdust as the positive electrode
for a hybrid LIC. Together with an Al-based foil
negative electrode, the simplicity of the electrode
fabrication process, coupled with the elimination of

traditional energy-intensive assembly steps, posi-
tions this design as a more environmentally friendly
alternative to ones made using conventional meth-
ods. The AC positive electrode, produced through a
green synthesis approach, addresses concerns
related to contaminant release during conventional

Fig. 6. Electrolyte-mediated in situ lithiated Al foil negative electrode: (a) XRD pattern of the Al foil at the start of the lithiation process and after
10 h lithiation, (b) OCV monitoring of the lithiation process in a half cell configuration.

Fig. 7. Comparison of rate capability (a) and coulombic efficiency (b) of electrodes made from carbon materials from 4 mm sawdust pellets
activated by CO2 at different temperatures and at different current densities. (c) Galvanostatic charge-discharge curves of a hybrid LIC consisting
of in situ lithiated Al foil negative electrode and the 900�C AC negative electrode at different current densities and (d) cycling performance at
2 mA cm�2.
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production. The electrochemical characterization of
the electrode materials highlights their potential for
energy storage applications. The assembly of a high-
performance hybrid LIC further validates the tech-
nical feasibility of the proposed electrode configura-
tion. The observed electrochemical performance,
coupled with the sustainability benefits, positions
the sawdust-derived AC positive and Al-based foil
negative electrode as a promising combination for
future energy storage devices. Nevertheless, chal-
lenges persist in mitigating the impact of surface
functional groups on the surface of bio-carbons.
Addressing these challenges is crucial for bridging
the gap between our innovative approach and the
performance disparities observed in commercial AC
products.
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